
Tell whether each is a translation, rotation, or reflection.

1. 2.

3. 4.

Circle the correct answer.

translationreflection

or rotationor rotation
rotationtranslation, reflection,
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Name Date Class

Practice A
Transformations8-10

LESSON

5. Which is the best description of the
transformation shown below?

A a 90° clockwise rotation

B a vertical reflection

C a 180° clockwise rotation

a horizontal reflection

6. Which is the best description of the
transformation shown below?

a diagonal translation

G a vertical reflection

H a 45° rotation

J a horizontal reflection

�F

�D

7. How many degrees do you have to rotate any figure to get it
back to its original position?

360°
8. Why do words look different when you hold them up to a mirror?

Possible answer: because the mirror shows a reflection of the words
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Tell whether each is a translation, rotation, or reflection. 

1. 2. 3.

Draw each transformation.

rotationreflectiontranslation

7 7

Name Date Class

Practice B
Transformations8-10

LESSON

4. Draw a 180° clockwise rotation about
the point. 

5. Draw a vertical reflection across the
dotted line. 

6. Without using reflections, how can you get this � to look like 
this �?

e

180° clockwise or counterclockwise. 

7. Describe a horizontal reflection of the word MOM. Can you
think of any other words that would have a similar horizontal
reflection? Possible answer:

The word MOM will look exactly the same if it is a horizontal reflection 

left or right. Other possible words: TOOT, HAH
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1. If the rotation point of a circle is its
center, how will all rotations affect 
the circle?

The circle will never che.
3. What transformation could make the

number 9 become the number 6? 

a vertical and a horizontal 

reflection or a 180° rotation
5. On the coordinate plane at right,

graph Triangle A with vertices (3, 1),
(6, 1), and (3, 5). Then graph
Triangle B with vertices 
(3, 6), (6, 6), and (3, 10). What
transformation best describes the
change from Triangle A to Triangle
B?

vertical translation

2. What transformation could make an
arrow pointing east become an arrow
pointing north? 

a 90° counterclockwise rotation
4. What transformation could make the

letter P look like the letter b? 

a vertical reflection

x

O 4

4

2

2

y

6

8

6 8 10

10
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Name Date Class

6. Which transformation best describes
the figure on the right?

A 90° clockwise rotation

B horizontal reflection

90° counterclockwise rotation

D horizontal translation

7. Which transformation best describes
the figure on the left?

horizontal reflection

G 180° counterclockwise rotation

H 90° counterclockwise rotation

J horizontal translation

�F

�C

Write the correct answer.

Circle the letter of the correct answer.

Problem Solving
Transformations8-10

LESSON
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How would you complete each statement? Shade the 
correct box.

Name Date Class

Puzzles, Twisters & Teasers
Transformed 8-10

LESSON

1. T S W

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

is  to is  toas

is  to is  toas

is  to is  toas

is  to is  toas

is  to is  toas

is  to is  toas

U A E

LR S

D G Q

A E I

T Y H

To solve the riddle, unscramble the letters in the shaded boxes.

What do you get when an elephant walks in your garden? squash
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